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Without Closets. Without Shame: Conference Commemorates Latino/a
Autobiography and Testimony
Cherne Moraga
Crossing Borders '99, the second CLAGS conference 
focusing on Latino/a queers, opened Thursday evening, 
March 11, with a Cabaret Night hosted by the "Songbird of 
Cuba," Carmelita Tropicana. The evening, subtitled "Sin 
closet/sin verguenza" ("Without Closets/Without Shame") 
featured, among others, Deyanira Bautista's Afro-Caribbean 
Drums, dancer Arthur Aviles with his nude flying body, and 
the sultry, seductive, Mexican drag chanteuse, Tito 
Vasconcelos.
Drag performer Elizabeth Marrero's version of "Cuban Pete," 
from Desi Arnaz's 1946 film, set the tone for the evening 
and hinted at the oblique ways of self-figuration for Latin 
queers. Desi Arnaz, who was born in Cuba, made a career 
for himself impersonating a Cuban. Calling attention to the 
construction of the macho. Latino stereotype, Marrero began 
her performance in a zoot suit, lipsynching to Desi's song. 
From Cuban Pete's camp drag king, Marrero transformed 
herself into a dyke dominatrix, complete with leather bustier, 
killer pumps, and severe lipstick. She retained her 
pencil-thin moustache.
who are founding members of ALARMA, a Los Angeles 
performance collective, focused on street performances 
and films that reject and recast our expectations and 
certainties about identity. In its own work, ALARMA 
proclaims that it has tried "to rescue camp from the 
property and fetish of white queer sensibility."
In an engaging tale about his move from suburban New 
Jersey to graduate school, David Roman touched on the 
rich topic of displacement and migration; migration of 
his own family from Colombia versus his own queer 
displacement away from his father's house. Sonia Rivera 
centered her story on her young granddaughter's 
unexpected question: "Are you a lesbian?" Thus, the 
answer opened the narrative of her family's exile in 
Brooklyn, her discovery of Puerto Rican culture, her ties 
to her native Cuba, and her life as a writer and teacher 
back in New York City.
Sylvia Molloy closed Borders '99 reflecting on the 
reactions in Buenos Aires to the publication of her novel. 
Certificate of Absence, which first appeared in Spanish in 
1981 and has just been reissued. The different reviewers, 
whatever their take on the novel, seemed guided by the 
sort of polite homophobia that masks a deliberate 
misreading with guarded praise, precisely the rhetorical 
tradition that the Borders conferences have tried to 
unmask.
A key question about our archival traditions, or lack 
thereof, surfaced during presentations and discussions. 
The work of writers and activists Tomas Almaguer,
Norma Mogrovejo, Alejandra Sarda, and Silvana 
Hernando, for example, depends on oral sources that 
must be tapped with sympathy and sensitivity.
And some of the important, irretrievable queer material 
discussed by Chavoya and Gonzalez ended up in the
Borders '99 focused on Latin lesbian/gay testimony, 
autobiography, and self-figuration. Throughout the two days, 
performances, presentations, and discussions came to 
suggest a complex tension among narratives of identity.
There were moving anecdotes centered on the primacy of 
the body, its desires and its pains. There were stories of 
identity that were allusive, ironic, willing to dwell on the 
surfaces, yet unafraid of pathos and sentiment. Alberto 
Sandoval, for instance, spoke movingly of the links among 
writing, the body in pain, and survival. And Cherrfe Moraga 
revisited her passionate visions of identity, tied to the notion 
of origin, defiant cultural marginality, and motherhood.
On the other hand, Ondine Chavoya and Rita Gonzalez,
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local dump. The issue of archives, sources, and 
preservation ultimately suggested that it is not only a 
question of the way Latin queers present themselves, but 
it is also a question of the ways that performances, 
traditions, and self-representations are lost or preserved, 
energized or defused, institutionalized or consigned to 
the proverbial dust bin.
Thanks to the generosity of the Michael C.P. Ryan estate, 
Borders '99 provided a congenial space to consider this 
and other important questions, sin closet, sin verguenza.




CLAGS and A Different Light Bookstore present
SElWMAR?
Summer Semester Saturday Book Discussions for 
Nonacademic Readers
Reading Lesbian and Gay Poetry 
with Doug Mao^ Ph.D
June 19, 3-5pm
Frank O'Hara,
Meditations in an Emergency
July 10, 3-5pm
Adrienne Rich,




•All sessions held at A Different Light Bookstore,
151 West 19th Street, NYC
•Tax-deductible donation to CLAGS of $5/session
• 10% discount on seminar books purchased at 
A Different Light
• Seminars limited to 25 people each semester, 
pre-registering with CLAGS, first-come,
first-served
•For more information, call CLAGS at 
( 212) 642-2924
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